
Your First-Choice for Deck Cleaning and Sealing in Virginia Beach VA
Your decking is usually the star of your home. It's a place to enjoy the warm Virginia nights
with friends and family or unwind after a long day at work. However, if your decking isn't
cleaned regularly, then the surface will become dirty, grubby, and even slippery underfoot.
Soon, your decking stops being the place to hang out and becomes a stress for you instead.
But don't worry. At SoftWash Pros, we provide the premier results with all our cleaning
services, which is why we are the number one choice for deck cleaning and sealing in
Virginia Beach VA. Our pressure washing team will remove those layers of dirt and grime
from the surface and the cracks leaving you with restored and beautiful decking once again.
Our washing ensures that everyone can enjoy this space to the fullest all year round.

Safe and Professional Deck Cleaning and Sealing in Virginia Beach VA
Since your property is your biggest investment, you want to be sure that you are leaving it in
the safest hands when it comes to cleaning or other types of work. Well, the good news is
that when you use SoftWash Pros, you can be sure that your decking and home will be
completely safe and never at risk of damage. All of our technicians are fully trained and
qualified, along with background checks and screening. Our company is fully licensed and
insured for all the deck cleaning and sealing in Virginia Beach VA. We offer 100%
satisfaction, are the top choice for your neighbors, and we have been in this industry for
more than a decade. These aspects combined mean that you can relax as we do our job
and leave you amazed by the results. If you would like to have your decking cleaned or
sealed, just get in touch with us so we can help you.

Deck cleaning
Decking is a beautiful addition to any home, and it is usually, understandably, one of the
main focal points. It's the perfect place to spend time with your friends and family and to
relax in the evening warmth. However, when it gets dirty, it is incredibly noticeable. Not only
does the surface start to change color, but you can also feel the dirt and grime every time
you walk across it. The best solution for this is our professional and affordable deck
cleaning. Our cleaning will rejuvenate the surface and make it look brand new.

Deck sealing
Deck sealing is the best way to keep the surface of your decking in top condition all year
long. Sealing the surface repels water and prevents mold, grime, dirt, and other natural
substances from growing on the surface. This means the color will last, and you won't have
that horrible coating of slime on top. The sealing means your decking will stay healthier for
longer and give you more use. We apply a sealant after we have thoroughly cleaned the
surface for top results.

Deck protection
At SoftWash Pros, we provide the ultimate deck cleaning and sealing in Virginia Beach VA.
This combination of cleaning and sealing offers the highest level of protection for your
decking and gives you a clean, strong decking during every season. Our cleaning will make
your decking look new, and the sealing will prevent costly maintenance and repair issues.
Our services give you and your decking a significant number of benefits!

1. Fast Quote



When you request a quote from us, we put it together for you straight away. We don't leave
you waiting around for days or expect you to chase it down as some companies do. Your
time is valuable, so we never waste it.

2. Easy Scheduling
We are as flexible as possible when it comes to scheduling our work with you. Because we
want every step of working with us to be as hassle-free as possible, we work around your
schedule and will always find the most convenient time for you.

3. Sit Back & Relax
Now for the best part. You get to relax knowing your home is in the safest hands. Our skilled
technicians will go to work on your property and leave you to enjoy your new, fresh, clean
home without a single worry.

Benefits of our deck sealing

1. Increase Curb Appeal
A dirty surface at your home will negatively impact the overall curb appeal of your property.
And when this happens, you can feel frustrated or even embarrassed at what condition a
particular area is in. However, our fast and effective deck cleaning and sealing are here to
increase your home's curb appeal and make you feel proud of where you live.

2. Save Time
Most people barely have enough free time to deal with the general cleaning and
maintenance inside their home, let alone the areas outside their home. But SoftWash Pros is
here to lend a helping hand and save you a lot of time and stress by doing the dirty work for
you! You can relax and make the most of your free time by leaving your deck cleaning needs
to us.

3. 100% Satisfaction
If our customers aren't happy, then we're not happy. That's why we use professional-grade
equipment and highly-trained staff to guarantee that we deliver high-quality results on every
job for everyone. If you have an issue with our work, then we'll find the solution and make
sure that we only leave your home after you are satisfied with our services.

How do you clean my deck?
We use pressure washing to safely remove all the stains, slime, and residue build-up from
the surface. The water is pressure-controlled and completely safe. We also use harmless
detergents to help give the best results possible. You never have to worry about your
decking getting damaged when you use us.

What do you use to seal my deck?
When we seal your decking, we first pressure wash it to ensure the entire surface is clean
and ready for the next step. Once we are happy that the surface is cleaning, we coat on a
layer of specialist decking sealant to give superb protection.

How often is deck cleaning needed?



As a general guide, you should be aiming to have your decking washed once a year. This
will ensure that the surface is in good condition and that dirt and residues haven't had time to
grow and spread. An annual clean will go a long way to preventing costly repair problems.

How do you price deck cleaning and sealing?
All our prices are calculated according to your job's needs. Therefore, we give tailored-made
quotes to anyone interested in our deck cleaning and sealing in Virginia Beach VA. With a
personalized quote, you can be sure that you are only paying for what you need, and we can
give you the lowest price.


